4th June 2004

Press Release
Time is running out - use your vote on June
10th and stop the BNP!
If you want to give your children a British future incorporating all the notions of
democracy then vote against the BNP.
Some of you may have seen the BNP TV broadcast, which proves that the BNP is an
organisation based on anti-Semitism, Islamophobia and xenophobia. Their policies
are to preach fear and hatred, and this will become a well practised policy unless you
do something to stop them. A no-Vote is equivalent to a vote for the BNP, they are
relying on non-voters for success on June 10th, don’t give them that satisfaction.
We must engage in the political process and prevent the BNP from undoing all the
good that has occurred through centuries of hard work. If more people vote for
democratic parties this reduces the chance of the BNP being elected.
The BNP may now be using a subtler approach by placing female candidates in key
places such as Barnsley, don’t be duped, as their underlying policies will be the same.
You may have seen the BNP’s Welsh broadcast which was branded "outrageous" by
friends of the Lawrence family and condemned by race equality groups in Wales as
"deliberately provocative". The BNP boosts members with a string of criminal
convictions, are these people you want leading this great Nation? We have come a far
way in improving race relations between Britain’s communities; don’t let the BNP undo
that.
Furthermore they may claim that they are victims of a hate campaign, but you will be
too very soon if you don’t vote. Let it be argued quite rightly that Britain is a
democracy and the BNP should be able to say what it wants, but there are also other
notions of our democracy, such as Fairness, Equality and Justice that underpin our
legal system which the BNP ignores.
Don’t let your child grow up in a society that breads hate against other individuals by
lying and propagating, isolates entire communities and causes widespread riots in
multicultural areas.

FAIR calls upon all people irrespective of race and religion to unite against the
BNP.
For more information on how you can get involved to stop the BNP, please
contact:
FAIR: website: www.fairuk.org, email: fair@fairuk.org
The 1990 Trust: website: www.blink.org.uk
Searchlight Magazine: website: www.searchlightmagazine.com
Pass this release on to friends and family and stop the Bogus British National party.

[Ends]

FAIR FUNDING APPEAL
FAIR is an independent voluntary sector organisation established for the purpose of raising
awareness of and combating Islamophobia and racism, monitoring specific incidents of
Islamophobia and racism, working towards eliminating religious and racial discrimination, and
campaigning and lobbying on issues relevant to Muslims and other multi-ethnic communities
in Britain.
We have several projects to tackle each of these areas, and we are making a significant
progress.
1. Faith & Positive Images
2. Equality Casework Monitoring
3. Media & Popular Culture Watch
4. Policy Research & Lobbying
Further details on each of these projects are available on our website, www.fairuk.org
FAIR is always in need of charitable donations in order to continue our work.
Donations of any size are always valued and much appreciated. At the end of every year we
will be able to give you a breakdown of exactly where the money you have donated is spent.
To make a donation, please visit our website at http://www.fairuk.org/howtohelp.htm or
contact us on the details below
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